ServiceNews
Moonroof Hits Roof
While Opening
If the moonroof on a ’94-95 Integra fails to lift as
it moves rearward (on one or both sides) or it hits the
roof while opening, chances are that one or both of
the slide stopper links are damaged. Remove the
moonroof, and inspect the slide stopper link and
slider. If the link is damaged at the groove for the
lifter, replace the link and slider. Clean all the sliding
and lifting parts, and lube them with urea grease (P/N
08798-9002).
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Legend Clunks From
Front While Braking
A clunking noise from the front of a ’93-94
Legend while braking may be caused by center
engine mount bolts that are not fully tightened. The
S/M torque spec for these bolts is incorrect; change it
to 60 N.m (6.0 kg-m, 43 lb-ft). Loosen the center
mount bolts, torque them to the proper spec, and
recheck for the noise.
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’94 Integra RS Rear
Brake Parts Note
The part numbers for the ’94 Integra RS rear
brake pad sets and rear brake calipers are incorrect in
the ’94-95 Integra 3-door and 4-door microfiche.
(The information for the ’95 models is correct.) Here
are the correct ’94 part numbers.
’94 Integra RS 3-door
Description

Serial Number

Part Number

Pad Set, Rear

Thru 001532

43022-ST7-000

Pad Set, Rear

From 001533

43022-SR3-010

Caliper, R. Rear

Thru 001532

43210-SR3-013RM

Caliper, R. Rear

From 001533

43210-SR3-023

Caliper, L. Rear

Thru 001532

43230-SR3-013RM

Caliper, L. Rear

From 001533

43230-SR3-023

’94 Integra RS 4-door
Description

Serial Number

Part Number

Pad Set, Rear

All

43022-SR3-010

Caliper, R. Rear

All

43210-SR3-023

Caliper, L. Rear

All

43230-SR3-023

10 x 1.25 mm
39 N.m (3.9 kg-m,
28 lb-ft)

Silicone and Oxygen
Sensors Don’t Mix
Just about every service department has a ready
supply of silicone spray, silicone grease, and silicone
adhesives these days. But as good as these products
are for some purposes, they can permanently damage
an oxygen sensor (O2S) by blocking the porous
electrode surface. When you use these products, don’t
let them get into the engine’s air intake tract, the
exhaust system (upstream of the O2S), or the vents
on the O2S.

’94-95 Integra
Clicks in Turns
A clicking noise from the front of a ’94-95 Integra
while cornering may be caused by a loose bar code
sticker on the inside of the tire. (The noise sounds
like a rock in the tire tread, clicking once per
revolution.) Peel the stickers off; they aren’t needed
after the car leaves the factory.

Audio Problem Diagnosis: How to Get Started
Editor’s Note: This is the second in a series of
articles about reducing the number of “No Trouble
Found” (NTF) audio units.
You can “fix” some audio unit problems without
replacing the unit. In this issue, we’ll look at some
tips for your initial diagnosis of an audio problem.

Preparation for Diagnosis
Learn how to operate all the audio unit types in
the Acura product line. Learn what level of
performance is normal for each type.
Keep a high-quality music cassette at hand to
double-check whether a problem is radio reception or
really the audio unit itself. Also keep a head cleaning
cassette handy.
If your service area is noisy or has its own sources
of radio interference (fluorescent lights, metal
roofing, etc.), find an area near the dealership that has
less interference for testing or demonstrating radio
performance.
Note one strong AM and one strong FM station
near the dealership; note one weak-but-receivable
AM and one weak FM station (preferably stereo).
Use the strong stations to check whether the
customer’s radio is truly malfunctioning. Use the
weak ones to demonstrate unavoidable reception
characteristics like fade-out.

Diagnosis of Audio Problems
Hopefully, the service advisor had the customer
demonstrate the problem. If a problem cannot be
demonstrated, run the radio and tape player through a
quick “performance check,” comparing its sound
quality to other Acura cars.
Regardless of the symptom, the first thing you
should do is clear the unit’s microprocessor by
disconnecting power from the unit. (Voltage spikes
can sometimes cause the microprocessor to
“flip-out,” causing any number of symptoms.) Make
sure you have the anti-theft code, and record the
customer’s preset stations, then disconnect the battery
or the audio unit connector for at least 20 seconds. If
this doesn’t eliminate the symptom, then continue
with your diagnosis.
If the problem is distorted sound, static, or no
sound from one speaker, try playing a music cassette.
If you get the same symptoms, then it’s not a
reception problem, and you’ll need to do some more
troubleshooting.
If it appears to be a reception problem,
double-check by tuning the very weak and very
strong stations you found in “Preparation” above. If
the problem is only on the weak station, it’s probably
due to radio signal strength and is not repairable (the

radio station is just too far away). If it’s a stereo
station, a weak signal is easy to confirm: the stereo
sound will fade in and out to monaural or switch
completely to mono.
If the problem is static, check using the strong and
weak stations. If the static is only on the weak station,
it’s another symptom of a weak signal to the radio.
Generally, static is a constant “hiss” on a weak FM
station and crackling “waves” on a weak AM station.
If the static is the same on all stations, it’s
probably a bad ground at the antenna, a faulty
antenna lead (coaxial cable), or a loose coaxial cable
connection at the antenna or the radio.
Antenna-caused static is also more in-time with the
ignition system or other electrical components like
the blower motor, the power window motors, or the
hazard warning lights.
A quick way to determine if it’s an antenna
ground problem is to tune to a weak AM station or a
“no-station” frequency between two AM stations.
While on this frequency, start the engine and operate
other electrical components to see if you get
corresponding “crackles” and “pops.” If you get
electrical interference, check the resistance between
the antenna collar and body ground, and between the
antenna tube and the antenna jack, as described in
S/B 94-011, “Poor Reception or Interference on the
Radio.”
If the problem is with the tape player only, try
playing the high-quality music cassette. If the sound
is still bad, try using the head cleaning cassette. Wait
a couple of minutes for the alcohol to evaporate from
the tape head, then play the known-good music
cassette again. If the sound is no better, the unit must
be replaced. If the sound is slightly better, the tape
head needs to be professionally cleaned (the head
cleaning cassette may not do enough). If the sound is
good, the head cleaning cassette solved the problem.
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